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Data Sources: CVAP, Latino Registration (LReg), and Latino Votes Cast (LVC) data from the Statewide Database
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Dist #3
Pop: 25621 Dev: 1077 Dev %: 4%
LCVAP13S: 20%
BCVAP13S: 1%
ACVAP13S: 9%
WCVAP13S: 68%
LReg 14g: 20% LVC 14g: 15%
LReg 12g: 19% LVC 12g: 18%
LReg 10g: 19% LVC 10g: 16%

Data Sources: CVAP, Latino Registration (LReg), and Latino Votes Cast (LVC) data from the Statewide Database
Population data from the 2010 Census
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